The integration processing of the visual and auditory information in videos of real-world events: an ERP study.
In real life, the human brain usually receives information through visual and auditory channels and processes the multisensory information, but studies on the integration processing of the dynamic visual and auditory information are relatively few. In this paper, we have designed an experiment, where through the presentation of common scenario, real-world videos, with matched and mismatched actions (images) and sounds as stimuli, we aimed to study the integration processing of synchronized visual and auditory information in videos of real-world events in the human brain, through the use event-related potentials (ERPs) methods. Experimental results showed that videos of mismatched actions (images) and sounds would elicit a larger P400 as compared to videos of matched actions (images) and sounds. We believe that the P400 waveform might be related to the cognitive integration processing of mismatched multisensory information in the human brain. The results also indicated that synchronized multisensory information would interfere with each other, which would influence the results of the cognitive integration processing.